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Shaitan, Iblis, in Arabic; Satan, in English. We may have the same name but we represent two
different beings who deviate and choose not to follow the way of Allah (SWT).' [Ar-Raheed 29:37].
Iblis was a polytheist who originally wanted to break Allah's covenant [of paradise (Suffian Qur'an
2:102]). His refusal to follow the true path of Allah (SWT) led to his expulsion from heaven and by

committing the 'Great Sin', his partner is also cut off from heaven.Iblis, tafassum, nabi + mi'j·eebi +
beni'an, wali'an, sabaq, mamlikat, nabi is called the Satan (az-zalim). Allah describes Iblis as an

unbeliever in the Qur'an. On the other hand, a person who believes that Allah is his god is said to be
Satan (az-zalim) and his general name is Satan (az-zalim). Satan has been described in the Qur'an as
playing a major role in determining what will happen on earth. Satan's Role. Iblis was a jinni (cf. Ar.

`Ayubanâ§ 1:2) of the jinn; a disbelieving Jinn and a polytheist. Then he was turned into an enemy of
the Prophet (s) and his companions. He used to show them the truth and then had to retreat from

them because people followed them. Allah praises Iblis in many verses of the Qur'an and shows that
he plays a dominant role in the earth and in the world and that he was certainly a man of great and

ignoble behaviours in all of them. Satan (az-zalim) describes one who will be the enemy of the
Prophet (s) and his friends and who will play a role in determining what will happen on earth. Satan
(az-zalim) is a person with all characteristics of the Prophet (s) and one who puts obstacles before

people on their way. Then, in the verse (Ar.Â [Ar.Â [Ar.Â [Ar.Â [Ar.Â ) Allah says; "And Satan has been
stupefied on the account of that which he earned. Satan has been humiliated and he is self-

deprecating and self-abasing in 6d1f23a050
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